EDITORIAL CALENDAR
In Every Issue
Big products that
make a splash

Luxury Pools remains the pool industry’s most acclaimed consumer magazine. With expanded
editorial and more breathtaking photography than ever, Luxury Pools will continue to feature the
topics that interest discriminating homeowners as they complete their outdoor living projects.

Commercial pool profile
Must-have outdoor
living accessories
Residential builder and
designer profiles
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POOLSIDE
STYLE

1. London Blue Topaz
Baguette Cut Earrings
Amy Holton Designs
Starting at: $318
amyholtondesigns.com

Stay stylish and on trend with attire
and accessories in shades of blue.

2. Canvas Sailor Bag
All Hands
Priced at: $240
allhandsny.com

STYLED BY MELISSA C. GILLESPIE

3. Amanda Sandal
Canfora of Capri
Priced at: $475
gorsuch.com
4. Tiny Caviar
Rubber Necklace
PONO by Joan Goodman
Priced at: $415
ponobyjoangoodman.com
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5. Ando in Baltic color
Blake Kuwahara eyewear
Starting at: $599
blakekuwahara.com

photographs courtesy of the manufacturers
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Luxury Pools

FEATURES

Allison Landscape & Pool
Company converted an
outdated pool (below) into
a functional space (left).

LUXURY POOL
RENOVATIONS
Reimagine your outdoor living space
BY DEBRA MAURER

A swimming pool can transform your

backyard into the ultimate entertainment hub—a fun place for kids to play
and an attractive landscape to enjoy. But
if your pool is outdated, needs repairs, or
just doesn’t suit your needs or style preferences, it could be time for a makeover.
Fortunately, many luxury pool builders
who focus on new construction also do
amazing renovations.
The following pool builders and industry
experts share their insight on pool remodels, including details about some of their
best remodeling projects, popular features,
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and planning tips so you’ll know what to
expect as you dive into your pool makeover.
POOL RENOVATION PROJECTS
Clint Fore, vice president of Aqua Blue
Pools, Charleston, South Carolina,
designed a smaller pool to increase the
backyard living space. “We were able to
transform the existing footprint of the
pool by demolishing and removing the
old pool, spa, and deck area and replacing
it with a more functional, modern design
that fit the homeowners’ needs,” says Fore.
The old pool was “outdated, lacked style,

and was too big for the space,” says Cindy
Cline, the pool’s designer landscape architect at Wertimer Associates in Charleston.
“We excavated the original pool and built
the new one within that existing envelope
but at about half the size.” Cline and Fore
were able to achieve “an overall balanced
composition of pool and terrace space that
works better for [the homeowners’] living
and entertaining preferences,” says Cline.
Dustin Watters, vice president of Watters Aquatech Pools & Spas, Las Vegas in
Nevada, shares a renovation project in
which the original backyard consisted of two

photographs courtesy of Allison Landscape & Pool Company

Send your product pitches
and story ideas to our
editor, Melissa Gillespie at
mgillespie@rmsmg.com.
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WAT E R F E AT U R E S
Energy in motion heightens any setting’s
mood, but when put into action around
a poolscape, the results are fantastic.
Top designers describe various water
features—from waterfalls to deck
jets and cascades—and how each can
best enhance particular poolscapes.
G L A S S WA L L SYS T E M S
A glass wall transforms an outside space
into an extension of the inside, so for owners
looking to maximize their living space (and
view), including a glass wall system should
be a given. Leading manufacturers and
builders weigh-in on the trend and the best
design to suit your home.

POOL TRENDS
If you want to make a big splash in your
outdoor living space this year, here
are red-hot trends and cutting- edge
companies that will have you living in
a pool’s paradise.
U LT I M AT E O U T D O O R T V S
Whether you’re entertaining in your
outdoor kitchen or kicking back in the
pool house, there is an outdoor television
that will fit your space. Experience the
ultimate in outdoor entertaining with
one of these weatherproof TVs.

Fall / Winter 2016
POOL AND OUTDOOR LIVING AUTOMATION
Enjoy the luxuries of full control of your
pool, spa, and landscape design features
through the latest in technology and
automation. Experts weigh in on how to
keep your backyard on the cutting edge.

N AT U R A L P O O L S
Natural swimming pools and ponds are
a chemical-free alternative to traditional
chlorine or salt pools. Experienced
designers and builders share how you can
create natural and organic pools.

DESIGNING OUTSIDE THE LINES
Custom pool design ideas come in endless
shapes. Expert designers share how to
create just the right shape and style of
pool with specialty features that fit your
personality and landscaping.

H OT T U B S A N D S W I M S PA S
From hydrotherapy jet seats to an
underwater treadmill to swim currents,
turns your home into an oasis for yearround exercise, relaxation, and fun.

